West Point Installation Task Organization

Headquarters, USMA & West Point Installation

- Superintendent & Installation Senior Commander
  - Chief of Staff
  - STRATCOC
  - G3 (ACofS, Operations)
  - G4 (ACofS, Logistics)
  - Protocol

USMA

- Dean
  - USCC
  - DAD
  - ODIA
- D/Hist
- D/Law
- D/Physics
- D/Math
- D/SOSH
- D/GNEE
- D/CLS
- D/ENG
- CEP
- CTC
- OEMA
- CCL
- Library

US Army Garrison

- HQ, USAG
- DPW
- DHR
- DES
- DFMWR
- Safety
- IRAC

Tenant Organizations

- DOL (Army Sustainment Command)
- MEDDAC
- DENTAC
- VETCOM
- CPAC
- CAPE
- NEC
- MICC/DOC
- PX
- Commissary
- CID
- FBI
- West Point Schools